Hence the study of decomposable actions is reduced to the study of the group of equivariant pseudo-isotopy classes of equivariant diffeomorphisms of iS2p~l x S2q~l, A) or, equivalently, the group of diffeomorphisms of S2*-1 x S2q~l/A. Let (£(/), A(/)) and (2(g), A(g)) be two decomposable actions. We define (2(/), A(/)) * (2(g), Aig)) = (2(/ • g), A(/ . g)). We will show this is well defined and makes the set of decomposable free S actions a group such that the splitting invariants are homomorphisms.
Furthermore, we are able to calculate its rank and determine its torsion elements. This paper is organized as follows: In §1, we outline the theory of surgery on simply-connected smooth manifolds. In §2, we study the group of pseudoisotopy classes of diffeomorphisms of simply-connected manifolds which are homotopic to the identity. Let s2lfe(P) be the splitting invariants of a homotopy complex projective space P. Suppose / is a diffeomorphism of S2p~ x S2q~ /A.
Let &2kif) = s2ki"2if)/Aif)). Then we study the splitting invariants of 5)n(S2,'~1 x S2q~l/A) and will show 62k are homomorphisms. In §4, we will prove the main result that the set of decomposable actions is a group such that the splitting invariants are homomorphisms. In §5, we will prove Theorem 5.1
and Theorem 5.6.
1. Surgery on simply-connected smooth manifolds. In this section we outline the theory of surgery on simply-connected smooth manifolds as developed in [1] .
Let Xm be a compact oriented smooth manifold with boundary (possibly empty) of dimension 7zz, and let £k be a linear ¿-plane bundle over Xm, k large. We note that any homotopy equivalence g: M -» X can be made into a normal map by taking ¿; = g~ iv) and taking a bundle map covering g, but the bundle map is only well defined up to a bundle automorphism of ¿; or v. 
where ( iF.ix, t), V2FAx, t)) for 0 < Z < V2,
Lemma 2.1. The composition * is well defined. Í (H{0%, s, t), F(02)(x, s, t), ViH^Xx, s, t)) for 0 < t < Vi, Hix, s, t) = \ I iH^ix, s, t), h\2\x, s, t), VAl + F(j3)(x, s, t))) for H< t< 1. [ Hence it follows that 0 -KOilKA -^~+ KOiK x S1) -* KOiK xs)-0;
there is a unique y € KOfèKA such that cf>iy) = h*riK x S^ + ÁKxS1)-1.
It is clear that y = / • 7/([K x /, F]).
If Keri/r were infinite, there would be infinitely many H such that h*: F4*(K x Sl, Z)-* F4*(K x S1, Z) is the identity map. Let p be the total is independent of the choice of homotopy F because any two homotopy equivalences from homotopy complex projective space HCPn~ to CPn~ are homotopic.
Let s2k: hSiCP"-) ->P2k be the splitting invariants [8] . Define 62. = s2, ■ P: tVn,q -» P2k. We shall show that 62k are homomorphisms. (ii) If dim(Kn'9) = 3(mod4),then
But y e E4*(2/CÎ'9, Q), therefore aiz) = 0. There is a e M(K"'9 x 7, <9) such that 77(a) = 2. Proof. This is just a special case of Theorem 2.6. A"'q defined by P(a) * Piv) = P(a • v), and P: $QiK"'q) -* An-q is an epimorphism.
Proof. Suppose P(a) = P(a'). Then there are 77, p e5)0iK"-q) such that 77 extends to a diffeomorphism of M and p extends to a diffeomorphism of N such that a m p . u . r¡. u'-v = p-u--q-v = p-u-v-T¡. Hence P(a' • v) = P(u ■ v).
Let G",q be the subgroup of L0iK",q) which is generated by those diffeomorphisms of Kn,q which are extendible to either a diffeomorphism of M or a diffeomorphism of N. It is clear that KerP = Gn,q. Proposition 4.5. Gn,q is a finite group.
Proof. This is a special case of a more general theorem in [12] . Here we will give a simple proof. For u • v £ Gn,q where a is extendible to a diffeomorphism of M, and v is extendible to a diffeomorphism of N, P(a • v) = CP"-1.
Hence, by Theorem 3-9, a • v is of finite order. But TAK",q) is finitely generated. Therefore, G",q is finite.
Theorem 4.6. For n/2 < q < 2«/3, An,q is a finitely generated abelian group whose torsions are tangential homotopy complex projective spaces, and rankA"-« = rankí0(7<n-9).
Definition 4.7. A free S1 action (22n_1, S ) is decomposable if there is a diffeomorphism / of Kn,q, for some q, such that (22"~ , S1) is equivalent to (2(/),S1).
It is clear that A"A" l'2¡ ¡s the set of all decomposable S1 actions on homotopy (2« -l)-spheres. [5] in the case k = even and « > 10 using the techniques of W. C. Hsiang [4] . See also [3] , [9] . Recall the following. 
